
How We Shoot a Soccer Team Photo 

 

          

      

Here are several examples of what we look for in a team photo showing both large and small teams.   In 

general, we do not want to get wider than six per row unless we have a very big team and room to work 

vertically.   Once you get beyond 13 total subjects, add a third row, either by adding a middle row on taller 

benches or adding a taller standing row on risers in the back.   For small teams of younger kids, it is 

important to bring the coaches down to kid level. 

 

 

Mistakes We Have To Watch For 

      

Left – Not too bad, given what the photographer had to work with.  Think about tightening the space 

between the coaches.   

Right – Shot way too loose, and the exposure is terrible.  Flash didn’t reach because of the distance and the 

focal length. 



      

Left – Not a bad photo.  Maybe open the aperture a little to soften the background. 

Right – Avoid the tall coaches with spider legs extended in front.  Make them kneel on one knee with legs 

extended behind or find a way to sit them up higher. 

 

      

Left – Shot way too loose, and back row is ragged.  Use a third row if you can’t line them up nicely enough. 

Right – Avoid “goalpost coaches.”  When this is cropped it leaves a big void area top center in the photo. 

 

 

 

      

Left – Too wide.  This needs a third row.  Also, goalie in alternate jersey needs to be centered to balance 

the composition 

Right – This is an abortion.   Ugly setup and unbalanced lighting.   “Head tree.”  Doesn’t get much worse, 

unless… 



 

… you somehow have come to the conclusion that it’s a good idea to shoot pictures of soccer players 

without feet.   In general, lopping off body parts in a team photo would be considered really poor form, but 

cutting off the feet of the players who play their sport primarily with their feet, um, WTF? 


